
only does it reduce the annual time and effort of our
members, it also reduces the work imposed on fine
Secretary Bolin and fine Treasurer Moon. We are of
course far from the day of discarding the traditional
paper processes, but any new member joining by web
and any existing member renewing by web is doing
their officership a large favor. If you are web-enabled,
please consider converting, and encourage your fel-
low members to behave similarly.  
Publication lead times being what they are,

Sandy will hopefully be a distant unpleasant memory

for most of us by the time that this reaches the mail-
boxes of you, our membership. And, if you are one of
the East Coast residents deeply affected, be it by loss
of a family member or housing or damage or extend-
ed loss of power, you have my deepest  regrets for the
pain caused, and hopes that you are well on your
“way back.”

Sincerely, 
Mark 

�
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APROBLEM OBTAINING NEW NUMBERING
blocks in 1924, drove the BEP to switch to using large

serial numbers on Series of 1922 $10 and $50 Gold
Certificates. At the time, they were numbering those and
$20 Gold Certificates with the same small serial numbers
that first appeared on Series of 1896 Silver Certificates. 

Then-BEP Director Louis Hill initiated the change on
January 19.1 The problem stemmed from a shortage of
the small-numeral numbering blocks that was preventing
the BEP from meeting the Treasury's daily order for
90,000 Gold Certificates.

Currency presses back then held eight numbering
blocks for overprinting four-subject sheets. Ordering
additional small-numeral blocks would have cost $5,000.
Furthermore, delivery could have taken almost three
months, severely reducing the production of Gold
Certificates during that time. 

To avoid such delays and the hefty expense, Hill rec-
ommended that BEP personnel start numbering Gold
Certificates with the same large-numeral numbering
blocks being used for other classes of currency. Treasury
officials agreed with him, and Treasurer Frank White
approved his request on the 21st. 

Thereafter, BEP employees started numbering $10s
and $50s with the large serial numbers. The first numbers
applied on those two denominations, respectively, were
H13504001 and B800001.2 They did the same for the
80,000 Series of 1922 $1000 Gold Certificates they num-
bered from 1924-27.3

They printed small- and large-serial stars for the $10s,
but only large-serial stars for the $50s. They didn't use
star notes for the $1000s. 

Nothing changed with the $20s. The BEP continued
numbering those with small serials because the crowded
design restricted the size of right serial number. The larger
numerals would have overlapped the portrait and the trea-
sury seal.
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